SECOND SESSION OF THE PREPARATORY COMMITTEE OF THE
UNITED NATIONS CONFERENCE ON TRADE AND EMPLOYMENT.

Communication of Information Concerning Changes in Lists of Tariff Concessions.

In accordance with the procedure described in document E/PC/T/76 of 21st May, which was approved by the Preparatory Committee in Executive Session this morning, the Head of each Delegation is expected to advise the Central Secretariat each fortnight of the changes made in the concessions offered by his Delegation to all other Delegations with which tariff negotiations are in progress.

The first Report which is now called for should cover the period from the beginning of negotiations up to and including 31st May, and subsequent Reports should cover periods of two weeks each. Each Report should consist of a general statement with the details of the changes in concessions enumerated on forms attached thereto. Forms for the general statement and for the detailed reports, on the lines of the Annexures to Document E/PC/T/76, will be distributed to the Secretaries of Delegations.

The Reports should be delivered in sealed envelopes, addressed to the Executive Secretary, marked "Secret", to Room 220, and receipts should be obtained. The first Report should be handed in not later than June 2nd, and subsequent Reports on alternate Mondays thereafter.